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Silverado 13.7 the flagship,
when the rib becomes yacht
13.70 meters in length, a spaciousness worthy of a yacht, high performance and a
maneuverability and speed typical of inflatables. This is the new Silverado 13.7 by Nautica Cab
Silverado 13.7 is a maxi rib with a classic line where everything is as you would expect it to be.
However, with a closer look, what you can see is a great care in the project that has provided a
unique result.
In fact, outside it is equipped with a classic stern and bow sunbathing, a large dinette and a fully
equipped kitchen. But it is inside that the design studio “TDF Thedesignfactory Locarno &
Vienna” gave his best. Here you find a true master suite and a sofa, that ables the
accommodation of a third person. All with a unique feature: the large top window of the cab
offers light and airiness typical of a yacht.
The study of the hull of the Silverado 13.7 was dobe by the studio “Akesdesign” - Eng.
Alessandro Chessa. The hull has been designed to have the best navigation skills for a mediumfast cruise in rough seas; this means a constant over a wide speed range, high directionality and
stability in turns and, of course, a perfect seaworthiness. To achieve this result, it was adopted a
new type of hull: slim with a wide curve of the bow, avariable V with stern deadrise of 24°, nonlinear sections and a pronounced flare in the forward part with three orders of steps on each
side; there are also a deflector and a small bracket-step in the stern.
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All of this was possible through an accurated analysis of the model and a numerical control of
the weights on board.
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